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20.	(a) This is a legend about Krishna to connect him with
the great temple of Jagannath (Juggernaut), the Lord of the
World, at Purl in Orissa.    R. C. T.
(b) This is a version of the legend of the avatar a (incarnations)
of Vishnu as Krishna. The two are constantly mixed up in
modern Hinduism. R. C. T.
The ninth avatar a is not " Jaggaranaut " (Jagannath), but
Buddha, the founder of Buddhism. G. J.
 21.	This is a common doctrine in Advaita Philosophy.    Lalla
says the same thing more than once about prayer :   " Man being
one with God, why pray ? "    R. C. T.
 22.	This reads rather like a modern statement to explain why
ghosts (bhutas) frighten mankind.    The real reason apparently
is that the spirits of the newly dead are inimical to the living.
This doctrine seems to have come into Hinduism from primaeval
animistic times.    The belief that the soul of a male is not inter-
changeable is not a general idea.    R. C. T.
 23.	The sayings in this section are in explanation of the term
darshana, vision, not " spirits."    R. C, T.
 24.	This is ordinary Hindu belief, as it seems to argue against
the immortality of the soul, i.e. life.    R. C. T.
 25.	This is from the Talaveda of Vallabhacharya.    R. C. T,
 26.	Here again we have the Hindu habit of ticking off the point
of an argument or observation.    R. C. T,
The correct transliteration of the sloka is as follows :
Balasakhitvamakaranahasyam
Strisu virodhamasajjanamsitri
Rasabhayana masamskrtabani
Satsu naro laghutamupayati.	G. J.
27.	Breath-control is  a  fundamental  doctrine  in  the Yoga
Philosophy.    See Laila the Prophetess, pp.  157,  165 ;   see also
No, 37 below.    The explanation given to Marshall is unusual.
R. C. T.
28-29. For the five indrlya or Senses in Philosophy, see Lalla,
p. 137.    R. C. T.
 32.	Here is an allusion to the tattva, or points or stages of the
Sankhya-Yoga Philosophy, the " Element '* and the ** Colours "
being part of them.    See Lalla, pp. 118 ff.    Marshall's perception
must have been very keen for him to get the translation " Ele-
ment " out of the vernacular terms he heard.    R. C. T.
 33.	Here again we have the enumeration system.    R. C. T.

